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Kerala is often considered to be one of the striking green paradise tourist destinations of India. It is a
small state in the southern India well known to be an awesome tropical paradise of waving palm and
coconut fringe backwaters with the backdrop of narrow strips of beautiful spice and tea estate hills.
The place is one of the most sought after tourist destination by almost all the nature lovers.

The state is famous for its world class tourist entertaining activities, ayurvedic spas and treatments,
eco-tourism initiatives and its vibrant culture and traditions etc. apart from it the charming
houseboats, snake boat race and art forms like Kathakali and Mohini Attam are some of the unique
and sterling tourist attractions of tourist.

This awesome tourist fascinating place of India is adorned with numerous dazzling alluring hot spots
packed by many of the tourist. Some of which are Thiruvananthapuram, Kochi, Alappuzha, Munnar,
Wayanad and Kovalam represents the hot popular sites of Kerala. These are some of the important
listed out tourist magnetizing places where you will often come across in Kerala travel tourist guide
lines. The above mention sites are mostly loved by the pleasure seekers especially the honeymoon
escapers. As the places provides tranquility as well as picturesque lovely site for celebrating
mesmerizing trip. It is hunted by almost all the people from various parts of the world and relish their
memorable precious moments in it.  

Thiruvananthapuram

It is the state capital city with vibrant activities pulsating in it. The place is referred to as the
evergreen city of India by the famous person of Mahatma Gandhi the father of the nation. This
popular city is also characterized by its undulating terrain of low coastal hills and busy commercial
alleys. As the city is situated in between the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea the place ranked
the highest foreign tourist visited sites of India. Thus the site is also benchmarked for its excellent
accommodations and hospitality.

Alappuzha

This popular district of Kerala is also one of the most sought after tourist sites. The undulating
beauty of the network of backwater that forms district offers immense of tourist attractions. Kerala
tour packages to this amazing fantastic site give you an opportunity to explore the sterling nature
beauty of this Godâ€™s own country. The houseboat cruise along all the backwater attractions and the
famous Onam carnivals which is commonly held every year in which the famous Nehru Trophy boat
race is quite significant and interesting entertainment taking place in this backwater destination. The
places like the Alappuzha beach, waterfalls and various wonderful islands and pilgrim centers
located in this particular site are also worth visiting areas.

Munnar

It is the most popular hill station of Kerala well noted for its exotic tea plantation that draws millions
of eye to it. The place is fascinated by most of the Kerala honeymoon escapers to experience
stimulating sense of pleasure amidst the cool serenity of the heavenly like ambience of tea estate.

Kerala is truly a nature gifted land full of scintillating beautiful sites sprawling with exciting natural
activities to relish delight and happiness. Come and behold its marvels and be one of its fancy.   
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